Felicity Flu
Aches, pains and fever

"Shiver me timbers!"

Danger  25
Fame  65
World Worry  12

Runny Rodger
Easy to treat, if you have medicine and clean water

"You better start running!"

Danger  21
Fame  79
World Worry  108 (Diarrhoea)

Collie Cholera
Makes you very poorly in a few hours

"I spread quick and I'll make you very sick"

Danger  92
Fame  5
World Worry  94

Stanley Swine
A type of flu that pigs can catch too.

"I dare to be dirty"

Danger  78
Fame  14
World Worry  74 (Swine Flu)
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Noro Norma
The winter sickness bug that spread fasts.

“Catch me if you can!”

Danger: 37
Fame: 46
World Worry: 26

(Moro Virus)

Sneaky MR SA
Lots of people carry this germ without knowing.

“Likes to lurk about!”

Danger: 85
Fame: 12
World Worry: 41

(MRSA)

Gassy Garry
You might find me in food.

“I will give you a run for your money!”

Danger: 41
Fame: 35
World Worry: 28

(Gastroenteritis)

Colin Cold
Get your tissues ready!

“it is SNOT my problem!”

Danger: 2
Fame: 99
World Worry: 1
Evil Ebola
A very nasty germ that was last seen in Africa

“I’m a mystery”

Danger 101
Fame 3
World Worry 86

Ernie Chops
Can travel around in food and drink.

“I’m a gutsy guy!”

Danger 43
Fame 23
World Worry 30
(E-Coli)

Crooked Cough
Will keep you awake at night.

“I hate peace and quiet!”

Danger 6
Fame 87
World Worry 8